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Information is power.

But what if that information is wrong?

As investors and Americans, our ability to access information is exponentially greater 

today than it was just a couple of decades ago. 

Unfortunately, it is becoming more and more apparent that a lot of that easily accessible 

information isn’t accurate.

Fact is, bad information (both intentional and unintentional) is dangerous. For investors 

it can be costly, too. 

Don’t believe me? 

Check out these three very real and very concerning “fake news” stories:

News #1 — Pakistani Minister Threatens  
Israel With Nuclear War

On Christmas Eve of last year, Pakistan’s defense minister at the time, 

Khawaja Asif, threatened the entire nation of Israel with nuclear war.1

Why would the head of defense of a country with nuclear weapons openly threaten 

another country with a nuclear arsenal?

Simple: He had read a FAKE news story that claimed Israel’s defense minister had 

threatened to destroy Pakistan if Pakistan sent troops into Syria.

The Israeli Ministry of Defense quickly moved to deny the inaccurate story via its 

official Twitter account.

Nuclear crisis averted. But who knows what will happen next time?

I wonder how many traders lost money on trades that they quickly put on in response 

to the sudden tensions between these two nuclear nations.

Or what about this…
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News #2 — Saudi Arabia 
Gets Tough With Qatar, 
and Oil Prices May Spike?

In June of this year, the oil-rich country of Qatar’s very own 
news agency shook the Middle East. The news agency quoted 
the emir of Qatar, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, as 
having made comments both in support of the legitimacy 
of Hamas and criticizing U.S. hostility toward Iran.2

For Saudi Arabia, these comments became the straw that 
broke the camel’s back. 

Within two weeks, the Saudis and allies announced a 
severe diplomatic and transport blockade of tiny Qatar.

Quickly jumping to Qatar’s aid were the much more power-
ful nations of Turkey, Iran and, to a lesser extent, Russia. 

Very quickly, we found ourselves with a major crisis in 
the Middle East.

All of these countries lining up on opposite sides is fright-
ening, and the issue is still ongoing. The unfortunate 
thing is that the emir of Qatar never even said those 
things. It was all fake news.

News #3 — $130 Billion 
of Stock Market Value 
Wiped out in Minutes

In April 2013, the U.S. stock market shuddered in  
response to this:

Source: Twitter

Within minutes, more than $130 billion in stock market 
value was gone.3

With one single tweet about a White House explosion 
and an injured President Obama.

The scary part about this piece of bad information is that 
it came from The Associated Press. This usually reliable 
source of information had been hacked.

Another sad piece of evidence that the publicly available 
information that we have access to has become danger-
ously unreliable.

So What is “Real News” Worth?
As we are all learning, it is becoming almost impossible 
to tell these days whether what we are reading is real 
news or fake news.

That is not acceptable for companies that are managing 
billions of dollars of investor money or providing mul-
timillion-dollar consulting services to clients. For these 
businesses, having access to high-quality and accurate 
information is essential.

That is why these companies are willing to pay up for it.

And today I’m jumping on the bandwagon and recom-
mending a company that cashes in on “real news.” After 
all, in today’s fake-news world, the real thing is worth a 
pretty penny!

The Undisputed Champ of Real News: 
Thomson Reuters
When it comes to providing high-quality, reliable and im-
portant information, nobody does it better than Thomson 
Reuters. Thomson Reuters has been doing it for 100 years. 

The top line of the company’s website describes Thomson 
Reuters as being “the world’s leading source of intelligent 
information for businesses and professionals.”

And there is nothing about the company’s financial results 
and reputation that doesn’t support that claim.
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Thomson Reuters is in the business of providing intelligent, 
thoughtful and actionable information. A subscription 
to Reuters provides paying customers with a competitive 
advantage.

Thomson Reuters doesn’t just dump information at the 
feet of its clients so that they can sift through it. That 
information comes with a layer of analysis from a leading 
professional as well as the tools needed to manage it.

I can’t stress enough how complicated managing information 
has become in this day and age. But let me try…

Not only is the amount of data available overwhelming, 
but the amount of regulation that companies must adhere 
to is unprecedented and increasing.

Throw all of this information into fast-moving markets 
and the need for someone like Thomson Reuters to help 
manage and make sense of it all is abundantly clear.

For professionals in legal, financial, risk, tax/accounting, 
intellectual property, science and media industries and 
occupations, Thomson Reuters is the trusted and essen-
tial source of decision-making information.

Thomson Reuters helps investors make better investments, 
helps lawyers practice better law and helps accounting pro-
fessionals craft the best possible advice.

Essentially, trust is the currency that Thomson Reuters 
deals in. 

The company’s brand is recognized as one of the 100 
most powerful in the world. That strength of brand and 
resulting customer loyalty is because of the integrity of 
information and the reedom from bias that underpin 
everything Thomson Reuters does.

All of those things are depressingly rare in a world 
where seemingly everyone has an agenda, whether  
political or financial.

The company is in prime position to profit, too. Take  
a look…

The Four Major Business Lines of 
Thomson Reuters
The clients that Thomson Reuters provides its services to 
can be broken down to four different business lines.

Intelligent information is the common service provided 
across all of those lines, but the actual underlying infor-
mation is obviously very specific to each.

Business Line #1: Financial Clients
Thomson Reuters provides services to a wide variety of 
financial clients. These include investment banks, hedge 
funds, mutual funds, wealth management firms, custodians, 
foreign exchange traders, retail banks and prime brokers.

Globally, Reuter’s customers are responsible for the custody, 
management and safety of trillions of dollars. With all of these 
dollars at stake, there is clearly going to be a lot of money 
to be spent on services like those provided by Reuters.

The specific services provided by Thomson Reuters can 
be understood by looking at its brand/product categories:

EIKON — A trading platform designed for trading 
and investment professionals that provides decision 
making tools, news, real-time pricing, research, chart-
ing, analytics and other features.

Thomson ONE — Geared toward wealth management 
firms and provides access to information, analytics and 
tools designed specifically for each customer’s workflow.

BETA — Specifically designed to provide a complete 
suite of integrated, intelligent solutions for managing 
retail brokerage operations.

Elektron Data Platform — A flexible, high- 
performance, cross-asset data feed and trading infra-
structure platform that enables accurate control of 
information flow.

FX Trading Solutions — Made for foreign exchange 
and money market traders, this provides premium 
pre-trade, execution and post-trade services and also 
supplies automated foreign exchange pricing.

Business Line #2: Risk Clients
Thomson Reuters groups both the Financial and Risk units 
together for reporting. Combined, these two areas of the 
business represented $6.1 billion of revenue in 2016, which 
was 54% of Thomson Reuters’ total revenue.

I’ve split Financial and Risk apart because the customers 
and services are quite separate.

Risk management is a huge business globally. By next 
year, almost $100 billion will be spent by companies in 
the effort to reduce risk.4

To be clear, risk management is generally considered to 
be the identification, assessment and prioritization of 
risks, followed by implementation of a plan to minimize, 
monitor and control such risks.
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Risks can come from intentional threats like hackers, 
cyberterrorists and cybercriminals. They can also come 
from accidents like systems crashing, a natural disaster or 
something completely unpredictable.

Where Thomson Reuters’ services aimed at financial clients 
generally help them make money, its services aimed at risk 
customers are designed to protect customers from losses.

Target risk customers include corporate compliance 
officers, general counsels, law firms, audit managers, 
boards of directors, money laundering specialists and 
insurance companies.

To help you understand what services Thomson Reuters pro-
vides, I’ve broken down the major product categories below:

Customer/Third-Party Screening — Provides world 
data check, screening software and due diligence 
reports that allow for companies to learn about their 
potential customers and business partners.

Regulatory Intelligence — Offers information and 
software products that provide global coverage of 
over 750 regulatory bodies and 2,500 different rule 
books. This service doesn’t just keep customers up to 
date on the rules that they must adhere to, but also 
supplements it with analysis from experts.

Internal Audit and Controls — Services that allow 
for testing of existing audit and control effectiveness. 
This includes risk assessment, the tracking of company-
wide issues and administration.

Enterprise Risk Management — Provides a risk 
management solution that helps identify, document 
and assess strategic and operational risks.

Business Line #3: Legal Clients
A third of Reuters’ $11.2 billion of 2016 revenue came 
from its legal business unit. This is a high-margin business 
for Thomson Reuters, and as a result, it accounts for 40% 
of operating profits.

Customers of this unit are who you would expect: law firm 
professionals, corporate legal teams, fraud prevention and 
investigative professionals and trademark professionals.

Again, what this business line does is best explained by 
running through its major product categories:

FindLaw — Provides online legal information and 
online marketing services for law firms. This allows 
law firms to attract new business.

Elite & Serengeti — Suite of integrated software 
applications that assist with business management, 

including financial and practice management. This is 
geared specifically to law firms and helps them effec-
tively run their businesses.

CLEAR — Organizes public and proprietary records 
about individuals and companies complimented with 
tools for producing immediately usable results. This 
is used by fraud prevention and investigative profes-
sionals.

Pangea3 — Provides outsourced legal services.

Westlaw, UKI — Provides legal, regulatory and com-
pliance information based products and services. This 
is a legal research product that provides both infor-
mation and commentary.

Business Line #4: Accounting and Tax Clients
Thomson Reuters’ accounting and tax business unit 
provided 13% of 2016 revenue and a similar amount of 
operating profits.

This business services the tax departments of multi-
national and domestic corporations, accounting firms, 
governments and tax authorities.

The information and expertise that Thomson Reuters 
provides is delivered through these major products:

ONESOURCE — A comprehensive global tax com-
pliance solution with local, country-specific focus that 
allows for management of a company’s entire lifecycle.

Checkpoint — An integrated information solution de-
livering research, expert guidance and workflow tools.

Aumentum — A software solution that allows for 
governments to manage the entire property life cycle 
in order to simplify property tax functions and im-
prove services to taxpayers.

These products across all of the business lines offer the 
same thing. They provide information, help clients organ-
ize and understand that information and then ultimately 
help them act on that information.

A Two-Pronged Approach to Enriching 
Shareholders
The Thomson Reuters business has built up a strong protec-
tive moat that provides great protection from competition.

Trying to build up a similar business with the information, 
reputation and systems that Thomson Reuters has devel-
oped would be a nearly impossible and very unprofitable 
undertaking.
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There won’t be any competitive threats from companies 
trying to “build a better mousetrap.”

Because of this, Thomson Reuters has a perfect business to 
underpin a sustainable and growing dividend. There really 
aren’t cycles in this business; Thomson Reuters customers 
are always going to need the access to the information, 
analysis and systems that the company provides.

There are also other elements to this business that make 
it extremely attractive for those of us looking for growing 
sources of income.

The first is how “sticky” Thomson Reuters’ revenue is.  
A whopping 86% of revenue in 2016 came from recurring 
revenues. Customer turnover is extremely low. 

Just think about how much more profitable a business is 
when it does not have to spend cash each and every year 
to replace revenue from one-time sales that won’t repeat. 
This is a subscription business where customers renew 
every year.

Next, the revenue that underpins the cash flow that Thom-
son Reuters generates comes from diversified sources. 
No single customer provides more than 2% of revenue.

That is an incredible diversification attached to a business 
with a competitive edge and pricing power.

The third reason that this business is so perfect for us yield 
seekers is that it is not capital intensive. Thomson Reuters 
doesn’t need to spend big dollars on property and equipment 
each and every year to maintain its productive capacity.

All of these attributes combined mean that this is a very 
good business. As most good businesses do, this one gen-
erates a lot of free cash flow.

Free cash flow can be returned to shareholders not just 
through dividends but also through share repurchases. 
Which is exactly what Thomson Reuters has been doing:

Since 2007, Thomson Reuters has returned an astounding 

$15 billion to its shareholders. 

This is the type of company that can be a cornerstone 

piece of a portfolio.

How Thomson Reuters Stacks up to Our 
Three Pillars of Investment Success
Here at LIR we put every company through our “Three 

Pillars of Investment Success.” If a company doesn’t 

measure up to all three, it is not going to make it into  

our portfolio.

Thomson Reuters has one of the most enduring brand 

names in the world.

Let’s run this globally respected company through our 

three pillars:

Capital Preservation

Thomson Reuters is a company that doesn’t rely on capital… 

and that’s a good thing.

Since 2006, Thomson Reuters has been able to return 

$15 billion to its shareholders through dividends and 

share repurchases.

Businesses that generate this much free cash and still 

maintain and grow operations are the most sustainable 

businesses in the world.

We know that year after year after year, Thomson Reuters 

is going to be generating a lot more cash flow than the 

business needs. That is the single greatest element that 

we want to see when thinking about whether it is safe to 

invest our own capital in a business.

Underpinning that strong cash-flowing business is a re-

sponsible balance sheet and sound long-term strategy.

This is a company that you can ignore and know that it 

will keep churning out solid results each and every quarter.

Growth

Thomson Reuters is a slow growing, predictable cash cow.

The growth that Thomson Reuters provides is the kind of 

growth we like. It is predictable. Eighty-six percent of

Massive Amounts Of Excess Cash Each And Every Year!
Substantial Capital Returned to Shareholders

Source: Thomson Reuters
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the revenue that the company generates is from satisfied, 
returning customers. 

We know that each and every year, Thomson Reuters cus-
tomer base will increase a little bit and that the company 
will slightly increase prices to existing customers.

This is where the steady growth will come from.

Yield
Thomson Reuters pays a rock-solid dividend of 3%.

That dividend has been increased for 24 consecutive 
years through all kinds of different economic cycles. 
There are very few companies operating today that can 
make that claim.

On top of that dividend, you can expect Thomson Reuters 
to continue to reduce its share count through regular share 
repurchases.

If I could build an entire portfolio out of companies that 
yield 3%, repurchase shares at a rapid clip and announce 
dividend increases every year, I most definitely would.

Every hour of every day, professionals in various lines 
of work rely on the information, analysis and systems of 
Thomson Reuters to effectively do their jobs. That is not 
going to change.

Once you are a Thomson Reuters customer, you remain a 
Thomson Reuters customer.

In a world where we now find it impossible to trust 

information from any source, including televised news, 

government press briefings and recognized newspapers, 

Thomson Reuters stands apart.

Let’s get ourselves a piece of the cash flow that this 

respected and highly profitable company generates by 

locking in the 3% yield that these shares offer today.

ACTION TO TAKE: 
Buy shares of Thomson Reuters (NYSE: TRI) 
up to $52

F.A.N.G.
To Buy or Not to Buy? That Is the Question…

Every week, I get plethora of emails asking the same 
question…

“When are we going to invest in Facebook?!” 

And after last month’s issue, emails like “Why not just 
invest in Amazon?” were most popular. 

With so many questions, I’d like to address the elephant in 
the room… FANG stocks — the $1.752 trillion behemoth.

If you’ve watched Jim Cramer, you know FANG is an acro-
nym for Nasdaq tech heavyweights that seem to keep going 
up no matter what the market wants to do.

I am talking about Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and Google.

Four companies. Close to $2 trillion in combined market cap. 

Always going up… Always in the news. 

While FANG stocks seem to always be lumped as a single 

entity, these companies look completely different in terms 

of business model and financial health. 

Some components of FANG are better than others… but 

the bottom line is we have not taken a single position in 

these highflying tech companies.

That’s because according to our three pillars of investing, 

the FANG stocks fail on every metric. 

Remember, the pillars are:

» Buy stocks that protect your capital

» Buy stocks that grow your income

» Buy stocks that pay an attractive yield.

Here Is Some Real News You Can Fact Check
Year After Year Of Dividend Increases

Source: Thomson Reuters
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If a company doesn’t pay a dividend (which FANG com-
panies don’t!), it automatically breaks the three pillars for 
a variety of reasons. 

Dividends are a portion of a company’s earnings paid out 
to investors. And if a company doesn’t pay out a yield, 
clearly it cannot grow your income. That fact alone takes 
care of pillars two and three. 

But what about the safety and protection of your capital? 

Companies that don’t pay out a dividend actually have 
much more risk than companies that do. Here’s why…

When the stock price drops for a dividend-paying stock, 
the yield increases. When the yield increases, investors 
are attracted to the higher yield. 

Therefore, the dividend provides a support base for the 
stock price. 

And if you are in a DRIP plan, a drop in the stock price 
allows you to accumulate more shares at regular inter-
vals, therefore increasing your dividend payments and 
compounding your returns. 

But with FANG stocks and other nondividend-paying com-
panies, if investors get spooked, there is no benefit to sticking 
around. Investors will run and the price will plummet. 

However, a dividend does not necessarily mean a company 
is safe. There are plenty of companies that pay dividends 
and are still risky investments. That’s why it’s necessary to 
do a thorough analysis. 

But the question is… if FANG stocks did pay dividends, 
would we buy?

And either way, how do we play the Nasdaq hot streak if 
we aren’t investing in FANG companies?

Here are the answers…

[For the analysis below, let’s assume each FANG company 
pays a 3.0% annual dividend. And at the end, I will rec-
ommend the best way to play the Nasdaq hot streak!]

Facebook
As the world’s largest social media platform, Facebook 
has made a tremendous run these past three years, grow-
ing revenue by 52% a year and net income by 89% a year. 

These numbers have been reflected in the company’s stock 
price, which has gone up 120% over that same time period. 

Facebook trades at a bit of a premium, but it has a good 
balance sheet with low debt.

According to the three pillars, Facebook would get the 
green light if they paid a dividend.

Amazon
It was recently reported that Jeff Bezos, the founder of 
Amazon, passed Bill Gates in net worth. 

It makes sense, considering that Amazon has increased its 
stock price by 224% the past three years and is currently 
sitting on a $512.4 billion market cap. 

During that time, Amazon has also increased its revenue 
by 20% a year and net income by 105% a year. 

However, it trades at a ridiculous multiple. Its P/E ratio is 
201.95. 

Not to mention its margins are extremely low at 1.8%…

Simply put, Amazon as a company is extremely overval-
ued. But that is not to take away from what the company 
is doing…

It is destroying the retail space and growing at an extremely 
rapid rate. However, investors are paying a steep premium 
to get a piece of the action.

Even if Amazon paid a dividend, we would not be in-
vesting directly. However, I still recommend picking up 
shares of National Retail Properties (NYSE: NNN), 
which was featured in last month’s issue! 

Netflix
Netflix is one of the premier multimedia streaming com-
panies that is taking out the cable industry.

But with FANG stocks and other nondividend-paying companies,  
if investors get spooked, there is no benefit to sticking around.  

Investors will run and the price will plummet. 

https://agorafinancial.com/ticker/NNN/
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Over the past three years, its stock price has increased by 
106%. It is the baby of the FANG stocks, with a “lowly” 
market cap of $81 billion. 

And while it is small by FANG standards, it is still a huge 
company by market cap and is massively overvalued…. 

With a P/E ratio of 230, high debt and low margins… 
Netflix is already into bubble territory.

Even if it paid a dividend, we would take a hard pass.  

Google
As the largest of the FANG stocks, Google sports a $657 
billion market cap. Over the past three years, it has 
pushed up 61% and has grown revenue by 17% a year. 

Google — or Alphabet, its parent company — is the cash 
cow of the FANG stocks. It is sitting on $86 billion in 
cash and has very little debt. 

If Google paid a dividend, it would get the green light for 
our portfolio. 

But until then, we wait on the sides. 

Playing Tech Properly
While FANG stocks won’t be added to the Lifetime Income 
Report portfolio, there are two other companies profiting 
from the tech craze that make much better investments… 
In fact, you sometimes see these companies grouped in 
with FANG, making the acronym FAANG or FAMG.

The two companies I am referring to are Apple (AAPL) 
and Microsoft (MSFT).

Over the past three years, Apple has returned 57% due 

to their dominance in the mobile phone market. IPhones 

are everywhere, and Apple has the market craving more 

with their updates and new releases. 

Apple is sitting on $200 billion in cash overseas and is 

currently the largest company in the world. And if you’ve 

been reading Lifetime Income Report for a while, you will 

know that I am predicting a huge cash windfall through a 

special tax holiday planned by President Trump. 

Besides its 1.52% dividend, Apple is looking to grow fur-

ther by grabbing a stake in the driverless car market and 

smart house revolution. 

Apple is in our current portfolio, and I recommend holding 

on tight to your shares!

Microsoft is another tech giant that pays a 2.07% dividend 

and has returned 66% over the past three years. We held 

Microsoft for a few years at Lifetime Income Report, but 

took a generous 44% return when it looked like a strong 

dollar would hamper international sales. 

Even though we aren’t re-adding Microsoft to our portfolio 

today, it is a great company with a reliable dividend if you 

want an additional company to cash in on the tech craze. 

Just remember the three pillars of investing when looking 

at companies and you’ll be in the clear for making good 

investments! 

Ask Zach: A Look At My Exclusive Conference 
Findings And More!
On a bright July morning outside Vancouver BC, I headed 
800 meters up a mountain to learn more about the  
gold market.

My adrenaline kicked in as the gondola vaulted off the 
platform. Because while I’m an adventure seeker, heights 
always seem to catch me off guard.

But this gondola event was the kick off to my week at the 
Sprott Natural Resource Symposium.

And this was my ticket to get one on one time with some 
of the keynote speakers, like our very own David Stockman 
and Jim Rickards, as well as a myriad of other experts in 
the gold and mining industries.

First, let me just say that once I finally got to the top, the 
views were stunning. For those of you with the chance to 
travel to Vancouver, I highly recommend it.

The event was great opportunity for me to get up close 
and personal with many of the top minds in the natural 
resource space. This year, there was a particular emphasis 
on gold, silver and other precious metals.

I had conversations with some of the world’s most respected 
economists and market strategists… Lunches with a handful 
of gold mining entrepreneurs… And I spoke with dozens 
of investors — running the full spectrum from individuals 
with an IRA or 401(k) account, all the way up to fund man-
agers with billions in assets under management.
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There were numerous presentations on many different 
opportunities. Everything from specific mining and other 
resource companies, to strategies for how to grow and 
protect your wealth in today’s uncertain environment.

One thing that caught me a bit off guard at this conference, 
was the level of uncertainty and risk that so many natural re-
source companies and investors deal with. I found this a bit 
ironic, because gold and silver (two of the most important 
resources covered at this conference) are supposed to help 
protect and stabilize your wealth — not add more chaos.

But throughout the week, I heard stories of miners who dug 
holes that turned out to be duds… I heard about companies 
that ran out of money just before they hit the mother lode… 
Or about investors who placed a big bet on a “sure thing” 
and then watched their investment evaporate.

In some ways, the natural resource market still resembles 
the Wild-Wild West with high stakes and risks around 
every corner.

But rest assured, if there’s one thing I took away from this 
week, it’s that there are still plenty of reliable and profitable 
opportunities that will work in ANY market environment.

Over the next few weeks, I’ll be going through my notes, 
researching the ideas, and sharing the very best investment 
opportunities with you.

But for now, let’s get into some of the reader’s questions 
for this month… 

Hi Zach,

I am liking my subscription to your newsletter. I am tran-
sitioning into retirement and have a hope to live mostly 
off of dividends until I’m OLD (runs in the family).

How does one go about setting up a dividend heavy 
portfolio while still using diversification? What about 
other areas of investment (growth, quality bonds, 
commodities, gold)?

— Ron S.

Great question Ron! 

One of the best ways to ensure that your portfolio keeps 
working for you is to keep a balanced approach to invest-
ing. That means using many different tools including bond 
opportunities and other strategies. 

That’s exactly why we created Family Wealth Circle. It’s 
my bundle service that helps you design a portfolio that 
generates income, builds and protects your wealth, and 
shows you how to allocate your capital into different 
areas of the market. 

And with Family Wealth Circle, you get all of the content 
that I write for Lifetime Income Report, Income on Demand 
and Contract Income Alert for life, for one flat rate.

It’s a great deal… And not only does it help you learn 
how to diversify your portfolio, it takes all of the guess 
work out of how to allocate your investments. 

One of the best ways to ensure that your portfolio keeps working for  

you is to keep a balanced approach to invest ing. That means using many 

different tools including bond opportunities…
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In Family Wealth Circle I show you three different levels 
of model portfolios which are shown below, and you even 
get bonus live events and extra recommendations.

To learn more about this package, and how it can help 
your portfolio grow, call our Customer Communications 
team at 855-817-8046.

Hi Zach,

Thanks for all you do to look after us. I’ve read your 
system for researching a stock to find a stock you like, 
but all stocks go up or down, even really good stocks.
What criteria are you using to determine whether a 
stock will go up or down?

— Daniel W.

Good point Daniel… Yes, all stocks ebb and flow, but the 
really great ones spend much more time moving higher 
than pulling back.

There are two important concepts to talk about here. 

First, let’s talk about timing and our trading frequency. As a 
general rule, I like to hold positions for a longer time frame. 
Short-term trading is a really tough game to win, and too 
many investors miss out on really big gains because they 
are trying to buy and sell frequently to capture small gains.

My recommendation is to buy quality stocks that are likely 
to trade higher for years, and then hold on to those positions 
for long-term gains. This is the best way to build serious 
wealth (and keeps you from making emotional short-
term decisions.) 

Of course, if you want to trade more actively, that’s completely 
up to you. But short term trading is extremely challenging — 
even for the most knowledgeable professionals.

Second, let’s talk about our timing for buying new invest-
ment opportunities.

I like to buy our Lifetime Income Report stocks at prices 
that are very attractive compared to the amount of income 
a company generates. This way, it’s less likely that shares 
will pull back. And if they do drop a bit, the shares will be 
even more valuable — causing other investors to buy and 
support the stock price.

The bottom line is that when you buy dividend compa-
nies at attractive prices, you’re much less likely to expe-
rience a pullback, than if you buy good stocks at a higher 
valuation. Of course, there’s still room for stocks to trade 
back and forth a bit. But our approach takes advantage of 
the big trends so we can build wealth over time.

I want to understand why certain stocks are recom-
mended to be purchase in a taxed account versus Tax-
free. I purchased Teva in my Roth and then noticed there 
was a T next to it so I am not sure if I messed up?

— Chris S.

Hi Chris, this is an important concept for us to keep 
track of.

Roth IRA and traditional IRA accounts have some great 
tax advantages. If you’re using a Roth IRA, you’ll never 
have to pay taxes on your capital gains. And traditional IRAs 
allow you to defer paying taxes until you pull money 
out during retirement. These advantages help you build 
wealth and compound your gains more quickly.

Some specific investments (such as Limited Partnerships 
and Real Estate Investment Trusts — or REITS) also have 
tax benefits. These business structures are able to avoid 
corporate tax. Instead, the government taxes the dividends 
sent to investors.

The problem is that the government doesn’t want you to 
double dip on these tax advantages. 

If you invested in a LP using your Roth IRA, the govern-
ment couldn’t tax the Limited Partnership (no corporate 
tax), and also could not tax your Roth IRA. So none of 
the profit from this LP would ever be taxable.

That’s why the government won’t allow you to use your 
tax-free or tax-deferred accounts to invest in these special 
securities. Because if you did, there would be no tax reve-
nues from these corporations.

For each of our positions, I recommend either using a taxa-
ble or tax-free account for your investment. It’s always ok to 
invest in any of our opportunities in a taxable account. But 
you’ll want to make sure to only use appropriate securities 
in your Roth IRA or traditional IRA account.
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Zach —

I saw that Randolph Co Inc. and a few other funds are 
invested in National Retail Properties (NYSE:NNN). 
Does that mean anything for me?

— Kevin M.

Hi Kevin, that’s a great observation!

I find it very helpful to keep tabs on a handful of successful 
professional investors. These investors have proven track 
records of success, so I can be confident that they know 
what they are doing. Often, these professional investors also 
have access to high quality information, and they employ 
teams of very talented researchers. So it’s easy to see why 
these investors are able to consistently generate profits.

The fact that a number of other funds are investing in 
NNN helps to confirm that this is a great opportunity. 

I always like to do my own research, to understand a 
business and confirm that the opportunity matches up 
with our three pillars of investment success. But having 
other smart investors on our side is definitely a positive.

Another thing to keep in mind is that when these investors 
place buy orders, they typically acquire tens of thousands 
of shares at a time. And all of this buying pressure helps 
to push stock prices higher. So I recommend buying your 
shares of NNN before too many more funds catch on. That 
way you still get a discount price and don’t have to pay too 
much for your investment.

Please Keep the Emails Coming!
Thanks again for taking the time to write in this month.

If you have further questions you would like addressed or 

feedback you’d like to pass on to me and my staff — please 

continue to write in to me at AskZach@AgoraFinancial.com.

That’s all for now, but I’ll be back with more in next 

month’s issue.

Here’s to growing your income, 

 

Zach Scheidt 

Editor, Lifetime Income Report 

AskZach@AgoraFinancial.com 

@ZachScheidt

SHOCKING VIDEO ABOUT GOLD…
We just uncovered SHOCKING video evidence that will make you question everything you know  

about gold and gold stocks.

You’ll want to watch this RIGHT NOW. It’s huge.

Here it is.

We have reason to believe gold will start catapulting MUCH higher…

But, this video may cause EVERYTHING you know about gold.

And I promise you won’t want to buy gold stocks until you see this… 

Click here to watch it now. 
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AVG. PAID DIVIDEND YIELD: 5.38% T/TF ENTRY DATE RECENT PRICE EX DATE CURRENT YIELD BUY UNDER

Lifetime Income Portfolio
Medical Properties Trust (MPW)  TF 8/9/13 $12.80 09/15 7.50% $15.00 

Cisco Corp (CSCO)* TF 6/2/14 $31.30 10/05 3.71% $35.00 

General Electric (GE)* TF 6/2/14 $25.49 09/15 3.77% $32.00 

HCP, Inc. (HCP) TF 11/5/14 $30.07 08/04 4.92% $48.00 

Corrections Corp of America (CXW) T 2/11/15 $26.50 09/29 6.34% $36.00 

Procter & Gamble (PG)* TF 10/5/15 $91.13 10/11 3.03% $100.00 

Apple (AAPL)* TF 12/7/15 $157.11 08/04 1.60% $150.00 

Ford Motor Co. (F)* TF 4/14/16 $10.96 10/26 5.47% $14.00 

Citigroup (C)* TF 10/6/16 $69.32 11/03 1.85% $52.00 

Hilton Worldwide (HLT) TF 7/7/16 $61.50 08/17 0.96% HOLD

Thomas Reuters (TRI) TF 8/3/17 $47.55 08/17 2.90% $52.00 

Current Income Portfolio
Seaspan Corporation Preferred Series E (SSW E) TF 4/15/13 $23.27 10/27 8.86% $28.00 

Flaherty & Crumrine Pref. Sec. Income (FFC) TF 7/18/13 $20.71 08/20 7.42% $21.92 

Government Properties Income Trust (GOV)  T 11/15/13 $17.68 10/20 9.73% $21.00 

Prospect Capital (PSEC) T 7/28/14 $8.10 08/29 12.35% $9.00 

Annaly Capital Management (NLY)* TF 11/17/14 $12.08 09/28 9.93% $12.50 

Welltower Inc. (HCN)* T 6/11/15 $72.16 08/05 4.82% $75.00 

Blackstone Mortgage Trust (BXMT) T 9/9/16 $30.56 09/28 8.12% $34.00 

National Retail Properties (NNN) T 7/10/17 $40.40 10/27 4.70% $42.00 

Special Situations Portfolio
Compass Diversified Holdings (CODI)  T 1/22/13 $17.45 10/19 8.25% $19.00 

The Blackstone Group (BX) T 7/28/14 $33.03 10/28 6.54% $38.00 

Valero Energy Corp. (VLO)* TF 7/7/15 $68.86 08/07 4.07% $67.00 

Total S.A. (TOT)* TF 8/10/15 $51.84 09/25 5.33% $53.00 

Oaktree Capital Group (OAK) T 3/10/16 $48.10 11/03 10.89% $55.00 

Wells Fargo (WFC)* TF 6/9/16 $53.57 11/03 2.91% $58.00 

General Motors (GM)* TF 8/4/16 $34.89 09/08 4.36% $33.00 

Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd (TEVA) T 11/2/16 $31.35 08/22 3.69% $45.00 

Royal Dutch Shell (RDS.B)* TF 12/8/16 $58.84 08/10 6.39% $58.00 

Bank of America (BAC) TF 1/5/17 $24.49 09/01 1.96% $24.00 

Nestle (OTC:NSRGY)* T 2/3/17 $85.03 10/09 2.70% $75.00 

Pfizer (PFE)* TF 3/2/17 $32.76 08/05 3.91% $40.00 

Viper Energy Partners (VNOM) TF 4/10/17 $17.53 08/11 7.58% $20.00 

Phillips 66 (PSX) TF 5/4/17 $87.13 08/16 3.21% $80.00 

Novartis (NVS) T 6/1/17 $85.42 02/28 3.18% $85.00 

Updated on 08/02/2017 
Stocks in bold represent changes to the portfolio. Check the Lifetime Income Report website at agorafinancial.com for more details. 
*  Represents stocks owned by the Canadian Pension Pla n; T means this stock is ideal for taxable accounts; TF is ideal for qualified tax-free accounts (IRAs, etc.)
Dividend yield reflects the taxable equivalent, assuming a federal tax rate of 35% 

Lifetime Income Report Portfolio

Sources:
1.  Duped by fake news story, Pakistani minister threatens nuclear war with Israel, Ben Westcott 

http://www.cnn.com/2016/12/26/middleeast/israel-pakistan-fake-news-nuclear/index.html

2.  The Fake News That Provoked a Crisis in the Middle East, Jonah Shepp 
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2017/07/the-fake-news-that-provoked-a-crisis-in-the-middle-east.html

3.  Can ‘Fake News’ Impact The Stock Market?, Kenneth Rapoza 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kenrapoza/2017/02/26/can-fake-news-impact-the-stock-market/#787aacf62fac

4.  $97.3 Billion Spend in Enterprise Risk Management by 2018, Noggin Blog 
http://www.noggin.io/blog/97.3-billion-spend-in-enterprise-risk-management-by-2018
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